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Measurements of thermal conductivity across the B1-B2 phase transition in NaCl
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We present measurements of the pressure dependence of thermal conductivity for high pressure phases of KCl and NaCl using the laser-heated diamond anvil cell (LHDAC) and a 3D finite element model for heat flow. Temperature measurements are made in the LHDAC of KCl in the B2 phase, from 15 GPa to 24 GPa, and of NaCl from 14 GPa to 43 GPa, across the B1-B2 phase transition. The measurements are forward modeled, using the geometry and material properties of the cell as inputs, solving for the change in thermal conductivity between pressure steps. The results for B2 KCl indicate increasing thermal conductivity over the experimental pressure range and give \( \frac{d\kappa}{d\ln p} = 3.75 \pm 0.9 \). For NaCl, thermal conductivity increases in the B1 and B2 phases, \( \frac{d\kappa}{d\ln p} = 1.6 \pm 0.5 \) and \( \frac{d\kappa}{d\ln p} = 2.9 \pm 0.8 \), respectively. Our results constrain the reduction in thermal conductivity across the NaCl B1-B2 transition to 37% \( \pm \) 7%. Published by AIP Publishing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pressure dependence of transport properties is of interest for design of electronic materials under strain and for deep Earth geophysics.1–3 For dielectric materials, the theoretical work based on Leibfried-Schlomann theory predicts an increase in the lattice thermal conductivity with pressure.4,5 These predictions are in good agreement with experimental results.6 A pressure-induced phase transition, however, can introduce discontinuities in transport properties of solids, including thermal conductivity.7 In Earth’s solid, rocky mantle, high pressure (>25 GPa) structural and electronic phase changes are of interest for understanding the transport of heat in the deep interior of our planet.8,9

KCl and NaCl ionic salts undergo a structural phase transition from face-centered cubic (B1) to body-centered cubic (B2) at 1.9 GPa and 27 GPa, respectively.10,11 The thermal conductivity of ionic salts across the B1-B2 phase transition has been explored experimentally and theoretically.7,12,13 For salts that undergo the B1-B2 transition at pressures below 5 GPa, the thermal conductivity has been measured for both phases and across the phase transition.12,13

The B1-B2 phase transition for NaCl occurs at 27 GPa,10 and the thermal conductivity has not previously been measured across the phase boundary for this material. Existing measurements of bulk thermodynamic properties of NaCl,14–17 allows the description of thermal conductivity using Leibfried-Schlomann theory and can be compared with measurements in the diamond anvil cell (DAC). For solid-earth geophysics, phase transitions of mantle silicates and oxides at pressures in the range of 20 GPa to 130 GPa could have significant implications for heat flow in the deep interior of the Earth and other planets. We develop our measurement technique here using KCl and NaCl, materials which are well studied at high pressures and temperatures and often used as thermal insulators in laser heating experiments in the DAC. The measurements presented here can inform experiment design, for laser heating experiments using KCl or NaCl, and for measurements of thermal conductivity across a phase transition.

II. EXPERIMENTS

We measure the lattice thermal conductivity of ionic salts KCl and NaCl at extreme conditions of pressure and temperature in the DAC. Our approach combines experimental laser-heated DAC methods with a 3-D numerical heat flow model of the sample and cell components to interpret the measurements.18 In the experiment, a sample consisting of a salt medium surrounding a transition metal infrared laser-absorber is loaded into a gasketed sample chamber in the DAC. The sample is heated from one side using an infrared laser. The sample temperature is measured as a function of laser power yielding a series of temperature-laser power (T-LP) curves [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The heat flow model delineates the relationship between input laser power and temperature for a given sample configuration and set of material properties [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].

A series of measurements of temperature as a function of laser power were performed at the ALS 12.2.2 beamline. Experiments were performed on multiple materials (KCl and NaCl) and at several pressure steps. A thin (5–10 μm) Fe metal absorber, surrounded by either KCl or NaCl salt pressure media, was loaded in a diamond cell equipped with 300 μm culets, within a 100 μm hole drilled in a pre-compressed spring-steel gasket. For each sample loading, the initial gasket thickness was measured using a micrometer. Pressure was calibrated using ruby fluorescence19 with a small piece of ruby placed on the diamond culet opposite from the heating side. The crystal structure of the salt layer

---
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was determined at each pressure step in-situ by x-ray diffraction.\textsuperscript{11,17,20} High temperatures were generated using variable power from a 100 W fiber-based laser source operating at 1.07 μm. The temperature was measured using spectroradiometry techniques that obtain an average temperature for the entire hotspot, combined with a two-dimensional map of the hotspot intensity radial profile.\textsuperscript{21–23}

At each pressure step, the laser power was increased in 0.5 W steps. At each laser power, 2–5 separate temperature measurements were obtained. In all cases, as laser power was increased, a threshold occurred where additional laser power no longer resulted in a temperature increase. After the threshold was released, the temperature-laser power relationship showed significant hysteresis. This threshold is observed in most experiments and for a broad variety of materials, including metals, salts, oxides, silicates, and fluid noble gas environments. However, its origin is uncertain, though it can be modeled by assuming an increase in reflectivity at high temperature.\textsuperscript{24} Therefore, in all cases, we analyze only the points on the increasing temperature-laser power curve, where a plateau is defined as more than two sequential points of constant or decreasing temperature with increasing laser power. Following a heating cycle, the pressure in the cell was increased, and an additional T-LP curve was measured, using the same protocol.

III. RESULTS

T-LP curves were measured for KCl medium surrounding an Fe foil [Fig. 1(b)] and show the curves shifted to the right, indicating progressively lower temperatures for a given laser power as pressure increases. Figure 2 shows T-LP curves of KCl between 15 GPa and 24 GPa, with only the temperature data below the T-LP plateau plotted for clarity. This result was repeated by an additional experiment on B2 KCl using stainless steel (316L) foil as a laser absorber, instead of iron. The sign and magnitude of temperature changes over the pressure range of 15 GPa to 24 GPa are consistent, for both laser absorbers, and for different diamond anvil cell loadings. As shown in Fig. 2, the T-LP curves shift to the right from 15 to 19 GPa and again from 19 to 24 GPa, corresponding to an increase in thermal conductivity with...
increasing density (or pressure). From Fig. 2, it is apparent that the fits of the thermal model to the data depart in slope as pressure is increased. The causes of this misfit and the error it introduces are considered in detail in Sec. V.

Results for an Fe foil surrounded by NaCl are shown in Fig. 3, with only the temperature measurements below the T-LP plateau plotted for clarity. The NaCl experiment shows a more complicated pattern with pressure increase. The measured T-LP curve shifts to the right between 14 and 18.6 GPa. But between 18.6 and 29.2 GPa, the measured T-LP curve shifts to the left. The direction of shift changes again between 29.2 and 43.2 GPa, where the curve shifts back to the right.

IV. HEAT FLOW MODEL

The finite element heat flow model calculates the relationship between laser power and measured temperature. The sample and cell assembly geometry, absorption properties, and thermal conductivity and its temperature dependence are explicitly parameterized. The heat flow model solves the steady state heat equation

\[ \nabla \cdot \kappa(T) \nabla T + H = 0. \]  

(1)

Details of the numerical model and applications to measuring thermal conductivity of MgO have been described previously.\textsuperscript{22} We assume that the metal foil is opaque so that heating [H in Eq. (1)] occurs by laser coupling at the surface of the foil only. We assume that KCl and NaCl are insulators and transparent at the laser operation wavelength (1.07 \( \mu \)m) in the B1 and B2 phases over the pressure and temperature conditions reported here. We do not see evidence of thermal runaway at our P, T conditions, as has been reported at higher pressures and temperatures.\textsuperscript{25}

The thinning of the materials in the cell, including the gasket, sample, and metal foil, can affect the peak temperature measured. Figure 1(d) shows the temperature versus laser power output of a set of heat flow model runs describing a hypothetical sample undergoing pressure-induced changes in geometry and thermal conductivity. For a given sample geometry and thickness, an increase in thermal conductivity of 10\% causes the temperature at a given power to decrease by 200 K. When thinning (5\% reduction in thickness) due to deformation of the gasket is included in addition to thermal conductivity increase [Fig. 1(d)], the temperature decreases by a further 50 K. We consider changes in thickness according to the equation of state of the materials in the cell, with values shown at each pressure step in Table I. The thickness of the gasket (\( t_{tot} \)) is calculated from the measured initial thickness and the equation of state of iron, as an approximation for steel. The thickness of the iron absorber is assumed to initially be 10 \( \mu \)m and is calculated from the equation of state of iron.

Heat transport in dielectric materials at high temperatures requires consideration of radiative as well as conductive heat transport, but in the DAC, the length scale of the sample and the temperature gradient in the cell limits radiative transport to a negligible value.\textsuperscript{26} Radiative heat flux can be approximated as:

\[ Q_{rad} = n^2 \epsilon \sigma T^4, \]

where \( n \) is the index of refraction, set to 1.5, \( \epsilon \) is the emissivity, approximated as a blackbody (\( \epsilon = 1 \)), and \( \sigma \) is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant. The conductive heat flux is simply:

\[ Q_{\text{cond}} = -\kappa \nabla T, \]

where \( \kappa \) is the thermal conductivity. In a cell with a 10 \( \mu \)m layer dielectric material, with \( \kappa = 10 \text{ W/mK} \), and at a maximum temperatures of 2500 K, where radiative transport of heat would be highest, \( Q_{rad} = 4.98 \times 10^8 \text{ W/m}^2 \) and \( Q_{\text{cond}} = 2.22 \times 10^9 \text{ W/m}^2 \), meaning that radiative transport is, at most, 0.23\% of total heat transport in our experiments. Thus, we consider only the lattice component of thermal conductivity in our heat flow model of the DAC.

The thermal conductivity of materials in our experiments is strongly temperature dependent, and since our measurements are at simultaneous high pressure and temperature, a temperature dependence for each material must be assigned in the heat flow model. The thermal conductivity of each material is referenced to an ambient temperature value (\( T_0 \)) and assumed to follow a \( T_0/T \) functional form at elevated temperature.\textsuperscript{5} In the simplest case, \( m = 1 \), and the thermal conductivity follows a \( T^{-1} \) form. This assumption is based on semiclassical anharmonic three-phonon scattering being responsible for thermal resistance.\textsuperscript{27} However, high-temperature, ambient-pressure thermal conductivity data for NaCl fit a \( (T_0/T)^m \) power law, with \( m = 1.2 \).\textsuperscript{28,29} The thermal conductivity of NaCl decreases faster than predicted by the simplest model. This can be seen in Fig. 4.

A possible explanation for this behavior is the non-trivial interaction of optical phonons with acoustic phonons, which has been shown to be present for NaCl.\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
P (GPa) & \( t_{tot} \) (\( \mu \)m) & \( t_F \) (\( \mu \)m) & \( \kappa_F \) (W/mK) \\
\hline
14 & 36.48 & 9.86 & 60 \\
19 & 36.19 & 9.782 & 63 \\
29 & 35.7 & 9.649 & 69 \\
43 & 35.16 & 9.502 & 78 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Starting values for heat flow model, referenced to \( T_0 = 300 \) K.}
\end{table}
possible explanation is that higher order scattering contributes significantly to thermal conductivity at high temperature. At constant pressure, (i.e., at each pressure step), we use $\kappa = \kappa_0 (T/T_0)^m$, where $m = 1.2$ is fit to NaCl data.

Another assumption implied by this temperature model is that the thermal conductivity continues to decrease with temperatures above 1200 K. This assumption should be valid until the phonon mean-free path approaches the inter-atomic spacing of the material, at which point the perturbational method used to derive the thermal conductivity temperature dependence is no longer valid. This condition likely occurs at high enough temperature for most dielectric materials that the functional form of thermal conductivity does not saturate over the experimental temperatures reported here.

V. HEAT FLOW MODELING RESULTS

To interpret the experimental results in terms of pressure-induced changes in sample thermal conductivity, we ran a series of numerical models representing each experiment. For a set of measurements on a single sample as a function of pressure, the first and lowest-pressure T-LP curve is used to tune the laser power input in the numerical model required to reproduce the observed temperature data at this pressure. The numerical models were re-run using the calibrated laser powers, incorporating calculations of the pressure-dependent changes in the sample thickness. The model is run iteratively, changing sample thermal conductivity using Newton’s method of optimization until the modeled changes in temperature as a function of laser power reproduce the observed changes in temperature between T-LP curves.

Note that we calibrate the laser power in the numerical code, which means that we do not make a measurement of an absolute value of thermal conductivity. We therefore report relative changes in thermal conductivity in the form $\frac{d\ln k}{d\ln P}$. The numerical calculations require an assumed set of physical properties of the metallic laser absorber, including the pressure and temperature dependence of its thermal conductivity. The starting values used in the numerical calculations are shown in Table I. The absolute value for the thermal conductivity of iron at these pressure and temperature conditions is uncertain, and estimates range between 20 and 80 W/mK. On the other hand, better agreement exists on the value of $\frac{d\ln k}{d\ln P}$ for our models, we use a mixture of $\epsilon - \gamma$ iron metastably extrapolated to 14 GPa and 300 K, with $\kappa_0 = 60$ W/mK. A temperature dependence of $\kappa \propto T^{-1}$ is assumed, consistent, over the temperature range of our measurements, with independent thermal conductivity measurements of iron at 38 GPa. The pressure dependence of $\epsilon - \gamma$ iron increases by 0.8 W/mK between 26 GPa and 51 GPa, and by 0.7 W/mK between 38 GPa and 70 GPa, in the temperature range of 1300 K to 2000 K, determined by electrical resistivity and direct measurement, respectively. We average these results and assign a pressure slope of 1% GPa$^{-1}$ for iron. In our sensitivity analysis, described below, we explore the effect of assumptions about iron thermal conductivity on our results for NaCl and KCl.

The uncertainty in our relative thermal conductivity measurements is propagated in the following way. First, the thermal conductivity change is calculated for the average temperature at each laser power, using the finite element heat flow model, as described above. In order to incorporate random error due to uncertainty in the temperature measurement, we re-sample from a normal distribution of measured temperatures. We input these temperatures into an analytical solution to the steady state heat equation for the DAC, and solve for thermal conductivity using Newton’s method of optimization. This calculation gives the mapping of the error in T to an error in $\kappa$, using the heat equation directly. This is repeated for each temperature measurement in a heating cycle, which leads to a series of $\kappa_0$ distributions at each laser power. The average and standard deviation in thermal conductivity change at each pressure are determined by fitting a normal distribution to all the possible $\kappa_0$ changes required for a given pair of heating cycles. The error is then reported as the standard deviation of the log normalized slopes ($d\ln k/d\ln P$). In order to visualize the results of the error analysis, we calculated temperature versus laser power curves using the 3D finite element model, using the average and standard deviation reference thermal conductivity values from the method described above. The results of the heat flow model error analysis for KCl are shown graphically in Fig. 2. The model laser power is tuned to the first heating cycle at 15 GPa, and the modeled T-LP curve is shown in the solid blue line. Dashed blue lines are the $\pm 1\sigma$ uncertainty in $\kappa_0$. The model curves are similarly shown with uncertainty at 19 GPa and 24 GPa. The error in thermal conductivity increases with increasing pressure. This effect could be explained by thermal pressure, which increases with increasing pressure and temperature. The maximum thermal pressure contribution for B2 KCl, approximated as, $P_{\text{th}} = \int T \cdot k \cdot dT$, increases over the temperature range of 1500 and 1800 K, by 0.7 GPa more at 24 GPa than at 15 GPa. This difference in the thermal pressure contribution is of the right order of magnitude to increase the reference thermal conductivity as the temperature increases, which would dampen the T-LP curves, as observed in the data in Fig. 2. We do not try to remove the
effect of thermal pressure from the error analysis, since we did not measure pressure at high temperatures. This means that the error analysis used here does not weight the T-LP curves, and treats each temperature measurements as independent.

Error analysis is shown for the NaCl dataset in Fig. 3. We limit the graphical representation to 19 and 29 GPa, for clarity. The uncertainty in \( \kappa_0 \) at 19 GPa is lower than the uncertainty in the B2 phase, at 29 GPa. This could be due to increasing thermal pressure or changes in laser coupling at higher pressure. We calculate error without assigning a cause, under the same assumptions of independence of temperature measurements as used for KCl.

The results of heat flow modeling are reported as relative values, normalized to a reference thermal conductivity and density \( \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} \). For KCl, from 14 to 24 GPa, with iron laser absorber, the heat flow model and temperature data require that \( \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} = 3.75 \pm 0.9 \).

The results for NaCl give \( \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} = 1.6 \pm 0.5 \), in the B1 phase, and \( \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} = 2.9 \pm 0.8 \) in the B2 phase. The thermal conductivity increases with increasing density (or pressure) as expected. But across the B1-B2 phase boundary, from 19 GPa to 29 GPa, the thermal conductivity decreases. The temperature measurements require a reduction of 40\% \pm 4\% over the experimental pressure range.

VI. DISCUSSION

Leibfried-Schlomann theory predicts that the lattice thermal conductivity of a dielectric material will increase with density corresponding with

\[
\kappa = \kappa_0 \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right)^g \left( \frac{T_0}{T} \right)^m,
\]

where \( g = 3\gamma + 2q - 1/3 \). The thermo-elastic properties of KCl, including the equation of state of KCl and volume-dependent values for the Gruneisen parameter, \( \gamma = 1.48 \), and its pressure derivative, \( q = 1.04,11,14 \) are used to inform Eq. (2).

Figure 5 shows the calculated pressure dependent changes in thermal conductivity required to explain the observed temperature data for B2 KCl up to 24 GPa. Also shown in Fig. 5 is independent data for the thermal conductivity of B1 and B2 KCl.\textsuperscript{12} The low pressure data\textsuperscript{12} and our higher pressure results agree with the Leibfried-Schlomann theory for B1 and B2 KCl.

The thermo-elastic properties of NaCl (\( \gamma = 1.5, q = 1.4 \))\textsuperscript{17} are likewise used with Eq. (2). Following measurements and analysis from Ref. 20, the values for \( \gamma \) and \( q \) are constant across the B1-B2 phase transition. Plots of Eq. (2) calculated for NaCl are shown as solid lines in Fig. 6. Our measured B1 phase \( g = \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} = 1.6 \pm 0.5 \) is lower than that calculated by Leibfried-Schlomann theory \( (g = 4.0) \). The measured B2 slopes \( \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} = 2.9 \pm 0.8 \) are within error of the B2 calculated slope (Fig. 6). Additional scattering mechanisms, such as acoustic-optic scattering, could be important in B1 NaCl.\textsuperscript{30} The departure from the \( \kappa \propto T^{-1} \) for B1 NaCl at ambient pressure provides indirect, though not conclusive, evidence that additional scattering mechanisms are present for NaCl.\textsuperscript{28–31} These scattering processes are not accounted for by Leibfried-Schlomann theory and may contribute to the pressure dependence of thermal conductivity. However, some caution in interpreting our B1 slopes is warranted, as only two pressure points were collected in this data set to calculate \( \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} \) slopes.

To test the sensitivity of modeled values of \( \frac{\partial \ln \kappa}{\partial \ln \rho} \) to geometry and the assumed thermal conductivity of iron, we fit the NaCl data using three sets of alternative assumptions that are summarized in Table II. In Case S1, NaCl has a temperature dependence of \( T^{-1} \) instead of \( T^{-1.2} \). In Case S2, we consider that the iron thermal conductivity does not change with pressure and is fixed at a constant value of 60 W/mK. In Case S3, we consider that the iron thermal conductivity and the gasket thickness remain fixed to the 14 GPa values (60 W/mK and 36.48 \( \mu \)m). The results of these cases are shown in Fig. 7 and

![FIG. 5. Normalized density dependence of thermal conductivity of KCl up to 24 GPa, with the results required by our temperature data. Dashed lines show 1σ confidence intervals.](image)

![FIG. 6. Measurements and models of thermal conductivity as a function of pressure for NaCl across the B1-B2 phase transition. The solid orange and blue lines show calculated NaCl thermal conductivity for B1 and B2 phases, respectively, according to Leibfried-Schlomann theory. Thick lines and thin black lines show average and 1σ confidence intervals, with uncertainties propagated as described in the text.](image)
We conclude that over the pressure range of the B1-B2 transition, a description of thermal conductivity using the assumptions of Leibfried & Schlomann and the Gruneisen parameter volume dependence can, in general, explain the thermal conductivity pressure dependence of salts in the B1 and B2 phases. The experimental methods developed and described here have been shown to measure the decrease in thermal conductivity across the B1-B2 phase transition of NaCl. We constrain the reduction in NaCl thermal conductivity across the B1-B2 phase to between 30% and 44%, over the pressure range investigated.
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Table II. Sensitivity test cases for heat flow model. Cases with pressure dependent properties are denoted as \( f(P) \). \( \tau \) represents the thickness of the gasket in the model. The heat flow model resulting g-values (\( g_{\text{calc}} \)) for the B1 and B2 phases are given with uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>( \kappa_{0}^{f}(P) ) (W/mK)</th>
<th>( \tau(P) )</th>
<th>( g_{11} \mu \pm \sigma )</th>
<th>( g_{12} \mu \pm \sigma )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Init.</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>( \kappa_{0}^{f}(P) )</td>
<td>( \tau(P) )</td>
<td>( 1.6 \pm 0.5 )</td>
<td>( 2.9 \pm 0.8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>( \kappa_{0}^{f}(P) )</td>
<td>( \tau(P) )</td>
<td>( 1.8 \pm 0.5 )</td>
<td>( 2.5 \pm 0.8 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>( \kappa_{0}^{f}(P) )</td>
<td>( \tau(P) )</td>
<td>( 2.3 \pm 0.5 )</td>
<td>( 3.6 \pm 0.9 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>( \kappa_{0}^{f}(P) )</td>
<td>( \tau(P) )</td>
<td>( 2.4 \pm 0.5 )</td>
<td>( 3.5 \pm 0.9 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 7. Log thermal conductivity, normalized to the ambient pressure and temperature, is plotted against log normalized density with the results for each case, along with the initial case assumed in the text.